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Materials and Methods 

Sampling, purification of nucleic acids, library preparation, and short-read sequencing 

The 771 ocean metatranscriptomes (≈28 terabases [Tb] of data) used in this study were 

collected during the Tara Oceans (TO) and Tara Oceans Polar Circle (TOPC) expeditions (2009–

2013) from 121 sampling sites across all major oceanic provinces (table S4). Of these 771 

metatranscriptomes, 187 prokaryotic-fraction (see definition under fig. S1) metatranscriptomes 

from the TO and TOPC expeditions (≈5.3 Tb of data) were previously published (Salazar et al., 

2019), and 441 eukaryotic-fraction (see definition under fig. S1) metatranscriptomes from the TO 

expedition (≈16.3 Tb of data) were previously published (Carradec et al., 2018). The remaining 

143 metatranscriptomes were newly sequenced here (≈6.3 Tb of data), and all represent 

eukaryotic-fraction metatranscriptomes from the TOPC expedition (BioProjects PRJEB9738 and 

PRJEB9739). A detailed description of ocean sampling strategies and protocols for the TO and 

TOPC campaigns was previously published (Pesant et al., 2015).  

Optimized protocols for extraction and purification of nucleic acids were previously 

described (Alberti et al., 2017). Briefly, DNA and RNA from eukaryotic fractions were purified 

using the NucleoSpin RNA extraction kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) combined with 

DNA Elution buffer kit (Macherey-Nagel), whereas different protocol modifications of RNeasy 

Mini Kit (Qiagen) or Nucleospin RNA kit were used for the prokaryotic fractions. Although we 

acknowledge that some protistan taxonomic groups (such as, diatoms and dinoflagellates) could 

be particularly recalcitrant to lysis during extraction of nucleic acids (and hence some biases are 

expected), the protocols were originally optimized against the Roscoff marine culture collection 

(https://roscoff-culture-collection.org/), and there is evidence of extraction of nucleic acids of such 

recalcitrant protists using the methods applied here (Carradec et al., 2018). 

As described previously (Alberti et al., 2017), post-extraction nucleic acids were treated with 

DNase to remove contaminant DNA, followed by library preparation. For a maximum of 4 μg of 

total RNA extracted from the prokaryote-enriched fractions, ribosomal RNA (rRNA) was depleted 

using the Ribo-Zero Magnetic Kit (Bacteria) (Epicentre Biotechnologies), and cDNA synthesis 

was performed using the SMARTer Stranded RNA-Seq Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, 

USA), which enables retention of strand information for each RNA molecule. For eukaryote-

enriched samples, cDNA synthesis was performed with different kits according to the quantity of 

RNA and/or sample processing timing but always depleting the rRNA by selection of poly(A)-

tailed RNA molecules. First, for satisfactory total RNA amounts from eukaryote-enriched fractions 

derived from non-Arctic samples (≥2 µg), poly(A)-tailed RNA was captured with oligo(dT) beads, 

chemically fragmented, and converted into single-stranded cDNA using random hexamer priming. 

Using the TruSeq mRNA Sample preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), second-strand 

cDNA was generated by random priming, leading therefore to non-stranded libraries. Second, 

satisfactory total RNA amounts from eukaryote-enriched fractions of Arctic samples (≥1 µg) were 

processed with a new version of the kit, the TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit, that allows strand 

specificity by incorporating dUTP during the second-strand cDNA synthesis. Finally, libraries for 

unsatisfactory total RNA amounts (between 50 ng and 2 µg in TO, and between 50 ng and 1 µg in 

TOPC) of eukaryote-enriched samples were built using the kit SMARTer Ultra Low RNA kit, in 

which poly(A)-tailed RNA was selected and reverse-transcribed by using oligo(dT) primers; the 

second-strand cDNA is synthesized using the SMART template switching technology. All DNA 

and RNA libraries were profiled using a 2100 Bioanalyzer System (Agilent Technologies) and 



qPCR (MxPro, Agilent Technologies), and then sequenced with 101 base-length read chemistry 

in a paired-end flow cell on HiSeq2000 or HiSeq2500 sequencing machines (Illumina). 

 

Metatranscriptome assembly, long-read processing, and estimation of genome completeness 

The bioinformatic workflow is represented schematically in (fig. S2). Fastq raw reads from 

previously published metatranscriptomes were downloaded from the NCBI Sequence Read 

Archive (SRA) database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra), separated into forward and reverse 

reads, and trimmed for read quality using Trimmomatic v0.36 (Bolger et al., 2014) using default 

parameters. No filtering of low complexity reads or host reads was performed before assemblies. 

Reads were assembled de novo into contigs using MEGAHIT v1.1.3 (Li et al., 2015) with default 

parameter settings. MEGAHIT was chosen as an assembler as it has been successfully used for the 

assembly of metatranscriptomes (Nowinski et al., 2019; Crump et al., 2018; Chung et al., 2020) 

and RNA viruses (Li et al., 2020; Islam et al., 2021; Yuan et al., 2020) with comparable assembly 

performance to metaSPAdes (Islam et al., 2021; van der Walt et al., 2017), but with more efficient 

memory and time use than metaSPAdes. Genes were predicted from contigs using Prodigal v2.6.3 

(Hyatt et al., 2010) using the default translation table with the “-p meta” option enabled. 

A subset of 20 RNA samples utilized here for standard Illumina short-read sequencing were 

also used for long-read sequencing. Briefly, RNA was reverse-transcribed using SMARTer RNA 

library prep kit and ligated to adapters with the SQK-LSK109 kit before sequencing with MinION 

(Oxford Nanopore Technologies). Base-calling was performed using guppy 4.0.14 high accuracy. 

First, virus contigs were searched for closely related unassembled long-read sequences (90% 

nucleotide identity across 80% aligned fraction) by using blastn. The captured long reads were 

corrected by using standard Illumina short-read sequencing data with Pilon version 1.23 (Walker 

et al., 2014). Briefly, this entailed mapping the short-reads to the individual long-reads with bwa 

(version 0.7.17), and the resulting bam file served as input for Pilon. Pilon uses short-read mapping 

information to identify errors in the long-reads, and corrects for insertions, deletions and individual 

mismatches along the long reads that may occur. After correction of the long-read sequences, virus 

contigs were searched again for close relatives (as described above) and alignments for which the 

long read was shorter than the virus contig were excluded. 

To estimate genome completeness for the viral contigs recovered in our study, CheckV 

(Nayfach et al., 2020) was used with its default parameters. 

 

RNA virus identification 

From the resultant metatranscriptomics assemblies, virus contigs were identified based on 

homology searches using profile hidden Markov model approaches (HMMs) of virus RNA-

directed RNA polymerase (RdRp) domains (doi:10.5281/zenodo.5731488). Previous studies have 

also used HMMs for RNA virus identification (e.g., Callanan et al. 2021; Starr et al. 2019). We 

did not screen for riboviriads of kingdom Pararnavirae, whose hallmark gene is reverse 

transcriptase, and which is easily confounded with those from endogenous retroviruses and retro-

elements. Realm Ribozyviria was also excluded because it only encompasses a few dozen viruses 

related to hepatitis D virus 1, none of which encode RdRps. To increase detection of divergent 

RdRp domain sequences (Te Velthuis, 2014), profile HMMs were generated and updated over ten 

iterations by recruiting newly detected sequences from our study (fig. S2F) as described previously 

(Callanan et al., 2020; Sunagawa et al., 2009). Alignments of RdRp domain sequences from the 

57 RNA virus lineages defined before (approximately between family and genus ranks) (Wolf et 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra


al., 2018), five recently established families (Cremegaviridae, Gresnaviridae, Nanghoshaviridae, 

Nanhypoviridae, Olifoviridae), two proposed families [“Fusagraviridae” (Wang et al., 2016), 

“Megatotiviridae” (Arjona-Lopez et al., 2018)] and a novel taxonomic group [“quenyaviruses” 

(Obbard et al., 2020)], were used to generate the initial profile HMMs. For every iteration, 

previously known RdRp protein sequences from NCBI GenBank (release 233) and various other 

sources such as recent RNA virus metatranscriptomic studies from invertebrates (Shi et al., 2016; 

Li et al., 2015), vertebrates (Shi et al., 2018), marine sponge (Urayama et al., 2020), marine 

plankton (Urayama et al., 2018; Moniruzzaman et al., 2017), the marine microbial eukaryote 

transcriptome sequencing project (MMETSP) (Keeling et al., 2014), grassland soil (Starr et al., 

2019), and RNA phages (Callanan et al., 2020; Krishnamurthy et al., 2016), along with all the 

protein sequences predicted from the metatranscriptome samples, were searched against the profile 

HMMs. The portion aligning to the HMM was trimmed by using HMMsearch (HMMER 3.1) 

(Eddy, 1998) with the flag -A for the hits with a bit score ≥30. Only sequences longer than 70% 

of the average length of the best-matching profile HMM were recruited and clustered to generate 

new HMMs by using the vFam pipeline (Skewes-Cox et al., 2014) with default parameters. The 

original HMM length was kept after each iteration to calculate the length fraction of the footprint. 

In total, we identified 48,450 putative virus RdRp hits that were subjected to further investigation 

(see next section).  

 

Evaluation of authenticity and completeness of putative virus RdRps 

To evaluate the authenticity of the 48,450 putative virus RdRp hits, we identified false-

positive virus RdRp hits by a competitive HMM search approach and further manual inspection 

of the HMM-protein alignments for low-scoring, true-positive virus RdRp hits as follows. The 

48,450 putative matches were assessed to be bona fide virus RdRp sequences using competitive 

searches with HMMsearch of 84 RdRp and 16,268 PfamA (v33.0) non-RdRp profile HMMs (Wolf 

et al., 2018). Hits longer than 100 amino acids with a best match to an RdRp HMM and with a 

bitscore ≥30 were kept as true positives for proteins containing the virus RdRp domain. Lower-

scoring hits were manually inspected for presence of the seven canonical RdRp domain motifs. In 

total, 44,779 contigs encoding putative virus RdRps were detected by these identification and 

curation processes. Notably, none of the false positive virus RdRp hits of at least 100 amino acids 

long were to the profile of eukaryotic RdRps involved in RNA interference (pfam:PF05183). This 

complete lack of false positive hits to eukaryotic RdRps indicate that virus RdRps are quite 

divergent from such eukaryotic RdRps, corroborating the notion that eukaryotic and virus RdRps 

do not share a common ancestor (Burroughs et al., 2014; Zong et al., 2009). Among the 86 false-

positive virus RdRp hits that were identified as cellular protein domains using Pfam HMM profiles, 

we found 63 reverse transcriptases (RVT_1), 17 P-loop ATPase proteins (ATP_bind_2), four delta 

carbonic anhydrase (CA_like), a cellulase (Cellulase), and a C-terminal of rhodanese 

(Rhodanese_C). We applied two additional iterations of the same search-and-updated pipeline 

with all RdRp profiles available from a coastal RNA virome recently generated (Wolf et al., 2020), 

in order to extend our power of detection of highly divergent RdRp domain sequences across the 

Global Ocean metatranscriptomes. After an equivalent process of removal of false positives, we 

found 49 additional contigs encoding putative virus RdRps, bringing the total to 44,828 contigs. 

The corresponding RdRp protein sequences for these 49 additional contigs are named using the 

label “Additional_Tara”, and their clustering revealed the orthornaviran class 13 (Data S3). 

To estimate RdRp domain completeness, protein sequences translated from putative virus 

contigs were generated by using transeq (EMBOSS version 6.6.0.0) (Rice et al., 2000) with six 



possible frames and the standard translational code to resolve difficulties associated with 

alternative genetic code usage, non-canonical translation events, and divergent RdRp domain 

sequences poorly aligning to the profile HMMs. Translated sequences were searched once more 

against the 84 RdRp profile HMMs, and those with a bit score ≥30 and with aligning regions of 

≥90% of the average length of the best-matching HMMs were considered proteins containing 

“complete” virus RdRp domain sequences. Sequences containing more than one hit in the same or 

different frames (presumably non-canonical translation cases) were resolved manually by joining 

the aligning regions into the same protein sequence. 

 

RdRp-based taxonomic annotation of RNA viruses 

To globally assess the orthornaviran taxonomy, we established and evaluated a network-

based analytic against phylogenetic methods. Briefly, all available orthonaviran RdRp sequences 

were collected and compared against those from our study. In total, there were 209,588 RdRp 

domain amino-acid sequences (111,742 “complete” and 97,846 “partial”) that were derived from 

our study (n=44,828, of which 6,686 were “complete”), from GenBank release 233 (n=160,167, 

of which 101,819 were “complete”), and from recently published coastal ocean viromes (Wolf et 

al., 2018) (n=4,593, of which 3,255 were “complete”). These sequences were first pre-clustered at 

50% amino-acid identity using Uclust v10.0.240 (Edgar, 2010) picking the centroid sequence 

based on length (usearch --cluster_fast -id 0.50 -sort length). Centroids of the resultant 13,109 

clusters (n=7,335, 4,440, and 2,236 from our study, GenBank release 233, and the coastal ocean 

virome, respectively) were then extracted and filtered for domain completeness, including only 

those considered “complete” (n=6,238). Pairwise comparisons of these “complete” centroid 

sequences were then conducted using blastp v2.10.0+ (Altschul et al., 1990) after reducing the gap 

penalty (-gapopen 9 -gapextend 1 -word_size 3 -threshold 10) to extend the length of the alignment 

of each pair. E-values for each pair were extracted and negative-log10-transformed in MCL v14-

137 (Enright et al., 2002) (--stream-mirror --stream-neg-log10 -stream-tf 'ceil(200)'). Transformed 

e-values were used in an MCL network for iterative clustering, changing the granularity parameter 

at each iteration (range 0.1–8). All the cluster sets from MCL (table S7) were individually 

compared to the previously established phylogeny-based taxonomy in GenBank (release 233) 

(table S7) using the ‘adj.rand.index’ function of the package “pdfCluster” in R and against the 

2020 taxonomy release of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) (Master 

Species List [MSL] #36; https://talk.ictvonline.org/taxonomy/). Network-based cluster sets that 

gave rise to the highest agreement with the phylogeny-based taxonomy at the phylum and class 

ranks were picked (as described in Fig. 1 and fig. S3) and the taxonomic delineation was extended 

from the reference sequences within each cluster. The domain sequences were manually inspected 

to ensure that predicted novel RNA virus phyla and classes derived from divergent RdRps are not 

false positives. Specifically, the seven canonical motifs (A–G, though motif E is missing in some 

bona fide RNA viruses) Te Velthuis et al., 2014) of virus RdRps were screened by searching for 

conserved regions in the consensus sequence of global alignments, and motif identity was 

confirmed based on HHPred homology searches and available literature. 

To generate phylogenetic trees for each resultant network-derived major cluster, sequences 

from each of these clusters were aligned separately using the E-INS-i strategy over 1,000 iterations 

in MAFFT v7.017 (Katoh and Standley, 2013). Aligned sequences were subsequently trimmed 

using Trimal (Capella-Gutierrez et al., 2009) with sites having more than 20% gaps removed and 

the alignments manually inspected. Prior to phylogenetic analysis, sequences were screened for 

possible recombination events using 3Seq (Boni et al., 2007), with a recombinant event determined 

https://talk.ictvonline.org/taxonomy/


by a Bonferroni-corrected p-value cutoff of 0.05. Of the 6,238 RdRp centroids that were 

considered “complete”, only 78 were considered as recombinant sequences and were excluded 

from phylogenetic analyses. Phylogenetic relationships of sequences within a cluster were first 

assigned the appropriate evolutionary model using ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017). 

Then, a subsequent Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree was generated using bootstrap support 

generated for 1,000 iterations in IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al., 2015). 

Family rank clades were conservatively assigned by both evaluating all the cluster sets from 

MCL and the class-specific phylogenetic trees. The different cluster sets were iteratively evaluated 

to be exclusively composed of reference sequences representing the same virus family (accepting 

the rare cases of singletons from different taxa) and the putative taxonomic assignment for new 

sequences was extended from the reference sequences within each cluster to the novel sequences. 

For phylogenetic trees, taxonomic assignment of sequences was based on the placement of these 

sequences in the tree, requiring them to fall within a clade to be assigned to the same taxon or to 

form a sister clade with the tentative name to be identical to the established clade with a “-like” 

suffix. The most specific taxonomy assignment (e.g., without the “-like” suffix or higher resolution 

taxonomic assignment) of the two methods was picked as the final putative classification for the 

novel sequences. 

 

RdRp-based global phylogenetic tree 

To generate the global phylum-level phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3A), we used an approach that 

combined consensus [used for highly divergent sequences (Grandi et al., 2020; Grandi et al., 2018; 

Vargiu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2015; Fernandez-Caso et al., 2019; Alipour et al., 2013; Zhang 

and Firestein, 2002)] and individual sequences in the alignment. Each consensus sequence was 

generated by first aligning individual sequences per megataxon, then obtaining the consensus 

sequence of the alignment using Geneious v8.1.9 (https://www.geneious.com). The number of 

ambiguous residues (i.e., ‘X’s) within each consensus sequence was then determined and each 

consensus sequence composed of >20% ambiguous sites was replaced by the individual sequences 

within the megataxon to preserve the quality of the alignment (Wiens, 2006). Almost all of the 

new megataxa had >20% ambiguous sites and hence, for consistency, they were all represented by 

their individual sequences. Subsequent alignment, trimming and phylogenetic inferences were as 

described above (see “RdRp-based taxonomic annotation of RNA viruses”), with the only 

modification being using the -gappyout option during trimming. The approximate global tree (fig. 

S4A) was visualized from the complete set of previously published 4,617 virus RdRps (Wolf et 

al., 2018) in iTOL v3 (Letunic and Bork, 2016), collapsing clades into families and orders based 

on the overwhelming dominance of the family/order-specific lineages within these clades. 

 

3D structure network analysis 

To examine the 3D structural similarity between the RdRp domains from the new and 

previously established megataxa, we first predicted the 3D structures for the new megataxa from 

their representative primary amino-acid sequences (the longest sequence with no ambiguous 

residues (i.e., no ‘X’s in the primary sequence) per megatxon) using Phyre2 (Kelley et al., 2015) 

in the “Normal” mode. The predicted structures were combined with reference (experimentally 

resolved) RdRp 3D structures from Protein Data Bank for pairwise comparisons (accession 

numbers are shown in Fig. 3B). We also included the reference (experimentally resolved) reverse 

transcriptase 3D structures of non-LTR retrotransposons and group II introns. Next, pairwise 3D 

http://www.geneious.com/


alignments were performed on the combined dataset (selecting only the RdRp amino-acid chains 

in the multi-domain reference 3D structures) using Matras (v1.2) (Kawabata, 2003). For each pair, 

the protein superfamily reliability score was extracted and used to build the 3D structure network 

using the “Edge-weighted Spring Embedded” method for visualization in cytoscape (Shannon et 

al., 2003). The 3D structures were visualized using the PyMOL software 

(http://www.pymol.org/pymol). 

 

Suggested names for the novel RNA virus phyla  

The largest RNA virus phylum (220 near-complete RdRp domains) described in this work 

was named “Taraviricota” after the Sanskrit word “तारा [Tārā]”, meaning (i) “a female deity (a 

female Buddha)" that can take many forms (since the RdRp of “taraviricots” resembles both RdRps 

and RTs as seen in Fig. 3B), (ii) "star" or "planet", which fits the high abundance of “taraviricots” 

in the ocean (Fig. 4) and terrestrial systems (Obbard et al., 2020), and (iii) “the deity who helps 

men cross to the other shore”, which fits the wide distribution of “taraviricots” throughout the 

Global Ocean (Fig. 4); and the suffix for phyla, “-viricota”. The root “tara” also refers to the “Tara 

Oceans expeditions” during which these viruses were discovered and found to be, on average, the 

most abundant viruses in temperate and tropical waters (Fig. 4). 

The consensus amino-acid sequence generated from the alignment of the 37 near-complete 

RdRp domains derived from viruses of “Pomiviricota” shared a protein identity of 38% with 

viruses infecting phytopathogenic fungi (order Erysiphales) causing powdery mildew (Erysiphe 

necator associated bipartite virus 1 and Podosphaera virus A). Hence, “Pomiviricota” is a 

portmanteau of “powdery mildew viruses” and the suffix for phyla, “-viricota”. 

The consensus amino-acid sequence generated from the alignment of the 36 near-complete 

RdRp domains derived from viruses of “Arctiviricota” had no matches in the NCBI non-redundant 

database. Given the lack of similarity with references and the fact that all sequences (with only 

one exception) were captured in the Arctic Ocean, we suggest the name “Arctiviricota” (a 

portmanteau of “Arctic Ocean viruses” and the suffix for phyla, “-viricota”) for this potential novel 

RNA virus phylum. These viruses were also among the most abundant in the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 

4) 

The consensus amino-acid sequence generated from the alignment of the ten near-complete 

RdRp domains derived from viruses of “Paraxenoviricota” shared no protein identity with any 

subject of the NCBI non-redundant database. Given the lack of similarity with references and no 

other biological or geographic feature that could be associated with viruses of this group, we 

suggest the name “Paraxenoviricota” (from the Greek “παράξενος [paráxenos]”, meaning 

“strange” and the suffix for phyla, “-viricota”) for this potential novel RNA virus phylum. 

The consensus amino-acid sequence generated from the alignment of the two near-complete 

RdRp domains derived from viruses of “Wamoviricota” had no matches in the NCBI non-

redundant database. Given that the only known virus that was binned with these two novel RdRp 

sequences during MCL clustering was Phytophthora infestans RNA virus 2 (Phytophthora 

infestans is an oomycete or water mold), we suggest the name “Wamoviricota” (a portmanteau of 

“water mold viruses” and the suffix for phyla, “-viricota”) for this potential novel RNA virus 

phylum. 

 



Organization of the RdRp domain sequences in novel megataxa, and assessment of their 

potential chimeric origin  

We sought to further evaluate the authenticity of the novel megatxa viruses by (i) evaluating 

the organization of their divergent RdRp domain sequences, and (ii) examining their potential 

origin from chimeric assemblies. 

First, we evaluated representative RdRp domain protein sequences of viruses of novel 

megataxa (phyla and classes) for seven known motifs (Velthuis et al., 2014) expected in RdRp 

domains (Data S1–2). The results suggest that these RdRp domain sequences appear authentic. 

Specifically, of the normally ordered “G-F-A-B-C-D-E” motifs (Velthuis et al., 2014), sequences 

assigned to novel phyla contained all seven motifs (one phylum) or six of the seven motifs (“F-A-

B-C-D-E”), whereas sequences assigned to novel classes contained a range of motifs from seven 

(five classes), six (five classes), five (two classes), or four (one class) (table S10). Motif A of 

“Taraviricota” is DxxxxE instead of the canonical DxxxxD (Data S1). We also found an unusual 

motif C (IDD) in sequences representing novel negarnaviricot class 67 instead of the canonical 

(G/S)DD, and a motif order permutation (“C-A-B” instead of the canonical “A-B-C”) in sequences 

representing novel kitrinoviricot class 42, similar to what is found in viruses of families 

Birnaviridae and Permutotetraviridae (associated with phylum Pisuviricota; Gorbalenya et al., 

2002; Zeddam et al., 2010), and in specific lineages of the aquatic “Yangshan assemblage” virome 

(associated with phylum Kitrinoviricota; Wolf et al., 2020).  

Second, we assessed whether the RNA virus contigs could derive from chimeric assemblies 

by returning to the prokaryotic or eukaryotic size fraction RNA samples and generating new long-

read nanopore sequencing data from complementary DNA (cDNA), derived from 20 samples (see 

“Metatranscriptome assembly, long-read processing, and estimation of genome 

completeness” above). Although these samples were not RNA-virus-targeted, the long-read data 

captured a large number of the RNA viruses (n=3,234) we had identified across the dataset. In all 

cases, the long-read nanopore data confirmed the contigs derived from short-read assemblies (90% 

nucleotide identity across 80% of the aligned region; table S5). This confirmation by long-read 

data suggests that at least these 3,234 short-read RNA virus contigs are authentic. Additionally, 

33,163 of the 44,779 short-read assembled virus contigs were found in more than one assembly 

(90% nucleotide identity across 80% of the aligned region), which further outrules chimeric 

contigs (table S5) and implies that any possible chimeras in the remaining short-read data would 

be extremely rare. The 3,234 long-read contigs include some belonging to the novel phyla 

“Taraviricota” (n=32), “Pomiviricota” (n=13), and “Arctiviricota” (n=5), and include 42 contigs 

from the novel classes (referred to here with numbers) 38 (n=2), 42 (n=3), 43 (n=14), 48 (n=5), 66 

(n=9), and 67 (n=9), with the remaining novel megataxa represented by multiple contigs assembled 

independently from different samples (table S5; table S7; fig. S3). 

 

Establishment of genome-based virus operational taxonomic units and their resemblance to 

known species 

Following the recent consensus on using whole-contig (or -genome) average nucleotide 

identity (wcANI) for the classification of DNA and RNA viruses at the “species” rank (Roux et 

al., 2019) and designating them as virus operational taxonomic units (vOTUs), we sought to 

determine the clustering thresholds that maximize the distance of these vOTUs to represent 

sequence discrete ecological units for RNA viruses. Briefly, this approach seeks to empirically 

evaluate whether ‘structure’ emerges from all-versus-all comparisons of sequence similarity 



between virus genome pairs, whereby any emergent units represent vOTUs. Pragmatically, vOTUs 

are approximately species-rank clusters that await whole-genome population genetics analyses to 

formally evaluate gene flow and selection in the resultant vOTUs. To that end, we conducted 

pairwise comparisons of the 44,779 virus contigs using MUMmer v3.23 (Delcher et al., 2003), 

tabulating the average nucleotide identity (ANI) and alignment fraction of the shorter contig (AF) 

for each pair (excluding self matches). The frequency of the two values across all the contig pairs 

≥1 kb (the minimum length used to estimate wcANI for fragmented genomes [Roux et al., 2019)] 

was then computed and visualized in fig. S9A. vOTU clustering thresholds were selected to 

include two different groups of contig pairs with high frequency that mirrored those obtained from 

complete genomes (Roux et al., 2019), representing sequences with more genetic exchange within 

their vOTU than with other vOTUs (i.e., resembling a “biological species definition”). Hence, a 

cutoff of 90% ANI across 80% of the shorter sequence length was used in our study, which resulted 

in 17,369 total vOTUs, of which 5,504 were ≥1 kb. Notably, our analyses suggest needed revision 

of the empirical cutoffs from those in the prior work for ANI, AF, and wcANI as follows.  

First, the consensus statement combined DNA and RNA viruses, which can skew the 

empirical global cutoffs towards those appropriate for DNA viruses. Indeed, the 95% ANI used in 

the consensus statement agrees with our previously determined cut-off for marine dsDNA viruses 

(Deng et al., 2014; Gregory et al., 2016; Gregory et al., 2019). However, we sought to separately 

evaluate the faster-evolving RNA viruses, which revealed that a more permissive 90% ANI is more 

appropriate for RNA viruses (i.e., more inclusive of the different genome groups shown in the 

global similarity analysis; fig. S9). Second, the consensus statement was understandably limited to 

reference genomes, which are prone to sampling bias and do not necessarily represent population-

level sampling. In contrast, our Global Ocean dataset better evaluates naturally occurring diversity, 

at least for abundant RNA viruses. Third, the consensus statement assessed the impact of genome 

fragment length on the inferred vOTUs by randomly shearing whole genomes for simulation 

analyses, with the expectation that the larger the fragment size, the lower the risk to count the same 

vOTU multiple times upon estimating diversity (this relationship was benchmarked in an earlier 

study; Roux et al., 2017). In our work, by requiring that each contig carried the RdRp domain, we 

avoided counting the same vOTU multiple times and removed these issues from our diversity 

estimations. Hence, a large length cut-off, such as the ≥10 kb cut-off recommended for the dsDNA 

vOTUs (Roux et al., 2017), is not necessarily suitable for RNA viruses. In fact, using a cutoff of 

≥10 kb or ≥5 kb would have removed almost all (≈97.5%) or close to half (≈45%) of the high- and 

medium-quality genomes in our dataset, respectively (fig. S9D) and missed entire, complete-

genome RNA virus megataxa (Wolf et al., 2018). Fourth, given that natural samples often require 

the use of incomplete genome data (or ignoring large swaths of virus genome sequence space), we 

conducted sensitivity analyses to assess how genome fragment lengths might impact these cutoffs. 

In these analyses, we evaluated genome fragment lengths of ≥2 kb and ≥3 kb (anything longer was 

underpowered due to data sparsity as discussed above), which demonstrated that the cutoffs were 

robust to changes in fragment lengths (fig. S9). 

In summary, we re-evaluated RNA virus sequence space for a ‘universal’ cut-off that is 

suitable across different genome fragment lengths (and hence including genomic information 

beyond the RdRp domain; fig. S9) to define an approximate “species-rank” ecological unit. These 

units were called vOTUs according to the recommendations of the community consensus 

statement (Roux et al., 2019) to reflect the lack of whole genome-based population genetics 

analyses behind their definition. Pragmatically, even though the consensus statement (Roux et al., 

2019) criteria (95% ANI and 85% AF; i.e., wcANI ≥80%) may seem stricter than those used in 



our study (90% ANI and 80% AF; i.e., wcANI ≥72%), we in fact have shown here that our re-

analysis of these cutoffs was more constrained by other biological and ecological information that 

were not available at the time of development of the consensus statement. 

Finally, we compared our wcANI-based vOTUs to vOTUs generated based on RdRp domain 

sequence similarity (the method that is classically used for such purpose, for instance in reference 

(Gustavsen et al., 2014). We independently examined the frequency distribution of pairwise whole 

RdRp domain amino-acid identities (wdAAI) within each of the three major datasets compared in 

this study [Global Ocean dataset, GenBank release 233, and the coastal ocean viromes (Wolf et 

al., 2020)]. Only “complete” RdRp domains were used in this analysis and self matches were 

excluded. Pairwise comparisons were conducted using Usearch v10.0.240 (Edgar, 2010), requiring 

a global alignment and a minimum of 50% identity (-usearch_global -id 0.5 -maxaccepts 300 -

self). The frequency histogram was displayed using the function ‘gghistogram’ of the package 

“ggpubr” of R. The sequences from our study provided a balanced representation of the RdRp 

domain sequence space whereas GenBank and the coastal virome datasets were biased towards 

(i.e., overrepresented) low and high taxonomic ranks, respectively (fig. S9E). Next, the range of 

wdAAIs in the histogram that provided a ‘trough’ or ‘break’ in sequence space (and hence can be 

likely used as a cutoff to delineate vOTUs) was examined and individually tested for percent 

agreement with the wcANI method. Uclust was used to establish RdRp-based clusters at 75%, 

80%, 85%, 87%, 90%, 92%, and 95% wdAAI (--cluster_fast -sort length) and each cluster set was 

individually compared to the wcANI cluster set (at different contig lengths) using the 

“adj.rand.index” method described above. Cutoffs in the range of 85–92% wdAAI consistently 

gave high agreement (>90%) with our wcANI clusters for virus contigs ≥1 kb (with the best 

wdAAI value being 87% as displayed in fig. S9E). To determine the novelty of our vOTUs at the 

“species” rank, the vOTU representatives (the longest sequence in each cluster) were searched 

against viral RefSeq v.203 using blastn and the matches with ≥90% nucleic acid identity and ≥80% 

alignment fraction (for the vOTU sequence) were considered to represent known “species”. The 

results from this analysis are shown in table S5. 

 

Calculation of vOTU relative abundances 

To calculate vOTU relative abundances in each sample, trimmed reads from each library were 

first further trimmed off their polyA and polyT stretches (trimpolya=3 minlength=30), to avoid 

inflated abundances for polyA-tailed viruses, using bbduk v38.51 (https://jgi.doe.gov/data-and-

tools/bbtools/). This process was done three more times at a small window size (20 bases per 

iteration) to avoid aggressive trimming, removing from the right and left of each read only when 

10+ consecutive (As/Ts) were found with a hamming distance of 2 

(literal=AAAAAAAAAA,TTTTTTTTTT hdist=2 k=10 minlength=30 ktrim=r restrictright=20; 

ktrim=l restrictleft=20) and a final (trimpolya=3 minlength=30) run. The virus contigs also went 

through the same treatment above (without the minlength=30 flag) to better estimate the horizontal 

coverage after read mapping. 

PolyA/T-trimmed reads were mapped against all polyA/T-trimmed contigs using Bowtie2 

v2.4.1 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) using the very sensitive, local, and non-deterministic 

settings and with additional increase of sensitivity by reducing the word size to 16 (--local -D 20 -

R 3 -N 0 -L 16 -i S,1,0.50 -I 0 -X 2000 --non-deterministic), extracting only aligned reads. The 

vertical and horizontal coverages of the contigs were calculated independently. For the vertical 

coverage (i.e., for abundance estimation), reads that mapped at ≥90% ID over ≥75% of the read 

https://jgi.doe.gov/data-and-tools/bbtools/
https://jgi.doe.gov/data-and-tools/bbtools/


length were extracted using CoverM v0.2.0-alpha6 (https://github.com/wwood/CoverM), 

calculating the trimmed mean (tmean) for each contig. For horizontal coverage (i.e., how many 

positions across each contig covered by reads), CoverM was used with the same parameters as 

above, but in the (-m covered_fraction) mode, on a parallel Bowtie2 run with the -a flag turned on, 

thereby enabling reads to map multiple times to the different members of the same vOTU. Only 

contigs with 30% or ≥1 kb length horizontally covered by reads from both Bowtie2 runs were kept. 

Tmean values (relative abundances) were adjusted by the number of mapped reads (as filtered by 

CoverM) to enable for sample-to-sample comparison. Only adjusted abundances of the ≥1-kb 

contigs were kept, and final abundances of the vOTUs were calculated by summing the adjusted 

abundances of the ≥1kb contigs belonging to these vOTUs. 

 

Functional annotation of RNA virus genomes 

Sequences of all vOTU representatives were first translated using all six frames and standard 

translation code with transeq (EMBOSS version 6.6.0.0) (Eddy, 1998). RdRp domains were 

identified by hmmsearch (HMMER, version 3.3) against RdRp HMMs (Wolf et al., 2020) and 

finding the best match. Sequences with stop codons within the RdRp domain-encoding parts were 

further checked for usage of alternative translation codes using all alternative codes available in 

transeq (excluding 0 and 1). Similarly, amino-acid sequences were searched against reference 

RdRp HMMs. RdRp domains were identified by highest scoring match to reference HMMs, and 

the frame and codon producing the longest RdRp domain were chosen. 

For RNA virus genome domain annotation, open reading frames (ORFs) were identified by 

using Prodigal (version 2.6.3) with the genetic code identified in the previous step. One iteration 

of hhblits (-n 1 -e 0.001) [HHsuite version 3.3.0 (Steinegger et al., 2019)] using 

UniRef30_2020_03 database (Mirdita et al., 2017) was used to generate profiles for amino-acid 

sequences. Generated profiles were searched against Pfam and reference profiles from a previous 

study (Wolf et al., 2020) used to identify domains in the amino-acid sequences, and hits with >95% 

probability score were used for domain annotation. To increase the number of annotated domains, 

nucleotide sequences were also searched against the NCBI nr database with DIAMOND (Buchfink 

and Xie, 2015) blastx v2.0.4.142. Hits with a bitscore >50 were used for annotation. 

 

Shine-Dalgarno sequence identification  

Due to the fragmented nature of RNA virus genomes assembled from metatranscriptomes, we 

combined contigs in each RdRp cluster (50% protein sequence identity, roughly between the 

family and genus ranks) for Shine-Dalgarno (SD) identification. To remove duplicate or highly 

similar sequences, we extracted the regions 48 nucleotides upstream of the start codon, and 

clustered them at 50% identity with vsearch v2.15.1 (Rognes et al., 2016) (--cluster-fast --iddef 0 

--id 0.5), using cluster representatives (centroids) for SD identification. ORFs lacking sequence 

data 48 nucleotides upstream of the start codon were discarded. To identify an SD sequence in a 

cluster representative, an anti-Shine-Dalgarno motif (ASD, in this case 3'-UUCCUCCA-5') was 

matched up to each position of the translation initiation region (defined as 0–15 nucleotides from 

the 5' end of the ASD sequence to the first nucleotide of the start codon). An SD sequence was 

identified when at any of these positions the ASD motif was determined to bind at -5 kcal/mol or 

stronger as determined by free_scan.pl from the free2bind suite of software (Starmer et al., 2005). 

The fraction of genes with an SD sequence for each cluster was calculated. As a control, we also 

calculated the number of "mock" SDs (MSDs) found during performance of the same analysis over 

https://github.com/wwood/CoverM


a window with 25–40 nucleotides from the 5' end of the ASD motif to the first nucleotide of the 

start codon (well outside the translation initiation region). To calculate the p-value of SD signal 

significance for each RdRp cluster we performed a binomial test, in which successes were the SD 

count, trials were the number of genes, and rates were given by MSD count / number of genes 

(MSD counts of 0 were set to 1). We limited testing to RdRp clusters with at least 10 genes. P-

values were Bonferroni-corrected. 

 

Inference of virus-host interactions 

Virus-host associations were assessed based on three approaches that could be used for RNA 

viruses: (i) abundance-based co-occurrence (Kaneko et al., 2020), (ii) RdRp protein sequence 

similarity to endogenous virus elements (EVEs) (Shi et al., 2016), and (iii) RdRp protein sequence 

similarity to known RNA viruses. For the first approach, a global network of putative direct 

associations was built from abundance-based co-occurrence patterns (among virus OTUs and 

cellular hallmark-gene amplicons) using FlashWeave (Tackmann et al., 2019), run with 

(heterogeneous = false) and (sensitive = true) settings, both positive and negative weight values, 

and a Q-value <0.01 (default) were kept. The sensitivity analysis was performed using different 

thresholds for both negative and positive edge weights. Given that the number of negative 

associations was very low and that a virus needs its host to replicate, only positive associations 

with hosts were kept. A conservative threshold of edge weight ≥0.4 was used to assess virus-host 

inferences (Kaneko et al., 2020). TIM (https://github.com/RomainBlancMathieu/TIM) was used 

to distil the most significant connections from the co-occurrence analysis. TIM assumes that (i) 

evolutionarily related viruses infect the evolutionarily related host, and (ii) in the co-occurrence 

network, the number of connections between the presumed virus-host should be enriched 

compared to those of a non-host (not by chance). Results from TIM were filtered using the 

corrected p-value (Q) <0.05, and a single host was assigned to each vOTU based on the strongest 

correlation. 

For the second approach, all nucleotide sequences from cellular organisms available in NCBI 

GenBank release 243 were used as a nucleotide database. To avoid including exogenous RNA 

virus genomes in the database, we excluded sequences shorter than 45 kb since the longest RNA 

virus genome reported so far is 41.1 kb (Saberi et al., 2018). To assess the evolutionary relationship 

of OTUs of exogenous viruses to EVEs, the near-complete RdRp protein sequences were searched 

against the nucleotide database by using tblastn algorithm. As previously described (Shi et al., 

2016), the thresholds were set to 100 amino acids for alignment length and 1 × 10−20 for e-value. 

For the third approach, the known RNA virus taxa (phyla, classes, and families) that were 

assigned to the vOTUs after clustering the RdRp domain protein sequence similarity network (see 

RdRp-based taxonomy annotation of RNA viruses) were used to retrieve previous information 

on putative hosts. Since taxonomy-based host assignment cannot be done for novel RNA virus 

phyla and classes, we only used the co-occurrence and EVEs approaches to predict their hosts. 

 

Determination of the genomic strandedness for novel orthornaviran phyla 

To determine the strandedness for the new megataxa discovered here, we adopted a 

previously described read-mapping approach (Obbard et al., 2020) that inferred the RNA virus 

genome type from the observation that positive-sense single-stranded RNA (+ssRNA) viruses 

would be heavily biased towards being covered by forward reads in metatranscriptomes. Double-

stranded RNA (dsRNA) and negative-sense single stranded RNA (-ssRNA) viruses, on the other 



hand, would be slightly biased towards being covered by forward and reverse metatranscriptomic 

reads, respectively. In our study, Samtools v1.10 was used with the f flag to extract the reads that 

mapped into the forward (-f 99 and -f 147) and reverse (-f 83 and -f 163) directions from the bam 

files created above (from the Bowtie2 run with the -a flag turned on to enable reads to map multiple 

times to the different members of the same vOTU; see “Calculation of vOTU relative 

abundances”). Only contigs with non-adjusted vertical coverage ≥10X (calculated by the tmean 

method of CoverM) and with horizontal coverage >70% were kept for downstream analyses. Next, 

CoverM was used to calculate the number of reads mapping in the forward and reverse directions 

separately (--min-read-percent-identity .90 --min-read-aligned-percent .75 -m count). The number 

of reads mapping in each direction were independently summed for all the contigs per vOTU 

(taking into account the alignment of the contig relative to the vOTU representative), and the final 

strandedness for each vOTU was corrected for the vOTU orientation (from the assembly step) by 

taking into account the frame translation of the annotatable genes on the contig. The ratio of the 

reads mapping to the positive strand to those mapping to the negative strand of the vOTU in each 

sample were calculated and log2 transformed for visualization. 
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Figures 

 

 

Fig. S1. Plankton organismal sizes considered in this study. 

The graded top bar represents the logarithmic scale of the organismal (unicellular or multicellular) 

sizes in length units, from viruses via prokaryotes and protists to metazoans from seawater 

plankton. The colored bars on the top indicate operational size-fractions of plankton: pico-plankton 

(0.2–2 μm), nano-plankton (2–20 μm), micro-plankton (20–200 μm), and meso-plankton (200–

2,000 μm). The blue (prokaryote-enriched) and orange (eukaryote-enriched) bars indicate the 

operational organismal size fractions utilized for viral metatranscriptomics in this work. We define 

“eukaryotic” or “eukaryote-enriched” fractions (orange bars) as those samples enriched for 

eukaryotes by filtration during sampling, though these fractions also contain prokaryotes and 

viruses that might be part of the eukaryotic holobiont either as a symbiont or as food. Similarly, 

we refer to “prokaryotic” or “prokaryote-enriched” fractions (blue bars) as those enriched for 

bacteria and archaea, but where smaller unicellular eukaryotes (e.g., picoeukaryotes) and viruses 

are also routinely recovered. 

  



 



Fig. S2. Bioinformatic workflow and RNA virus identification. 

Schematic representation of the process for distinct bioinformatic steps. (A) Metatranscriptomic 

reads from samples collected during the Tara Oceans and Tara Oceans Polar Circle expeditions 

were quality-trimmed and assembled into contigs. (B) After predicting protein sequences from the 

contigs, RNA viruses were identified by using an HMM search-and-update pipeline that iteratively 

improves HMMs to detect highly divergent RdRp domain protein sequences. The dashed, pink 

line arrow represents the 10 cycles of the process. (C) Validation of the RdRp hits was done by 

competitively searching against RdRp and non-RdRp HMM profiles. (D) The contigs for which 

the RdRps were validated were clustered using 90% of average nucleotide identity (ANI) and 80% 

of alignment fraction (AF) to obtain the vOTUs for the ecological analyses. (E) Problems 

associated with alternative genetic codes and non-canonical translation events were avoided by 

using translated contigs (instead of predicted proteins) and reconstructing the RdRp domain 

sequences from virus contigs. The reconstructed domains were used to build a protein sequence 

similarity network that was clustered with MCL (applying the benchmarked inflation value 

thresholds; see Methods) to obtain the taxonomic classification of RNA viruses. The colors (blue, 

orange, or green) of the text boxes indicate the organismal fractions from which the sequences 

were derived (prokaryotic, eukaryotic, or both, respectively). (F) Virus contigs detected in the 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic fractions along the ten RdRp sequence search/hidden Markov model 

(HMM) update iterations. (G) Comparison of virus RdRp sequence identification methods using 

the Global Ocean prokaryote-enriched metatranscriptomic dataset: (I) blastp search against nr 

database using an e-value cutoff of <10-5; (II) HMM-based search using the 14 profiles for virus 

RdRps in Pfam; (III) HMM-based search using the 65 profiles used for virus sequence 

identification in this study; and (IV) ten iterations of the HMM-based search using the same 65 

profiles. (H) Benchmarking of the HMMER bitscore threshold using 20 HMMs, derived from the 

20 virus RdRp “superfamily” clusters suggested by Shi et al. (2016), searched against protein 

sequences predicted from the prokaryote-enriched metatranscriptomic sequencing data. 

Specificity and sensitivity of the viral identification pipeline after five iterations were estimated 

using different bit score thresholds. Hits were annotated, using blastp with an e-value threshold of 

10-5 against the NCBI GenBank non-redundant database, into RdRps, reverse transcriptases (RTs), 

sequences from cellular organisms (Cellular), and sequences without matches (No annotation). 

  



 



Fig. S3. Establishment of RdRp domain-based class-rank clusters included in previously 

established orthornaviran phyla. 

Similar to Fig. 1, percent agreement (line) of our network-guided and phylogeny-based classes at 

different clustering thresholds are shown per each phylum/subphylum (left). Bars represent the 

number of clusters of near-complete RdRp domain sequences at these different clustering 

thresholds. Only virus sequences of established taxa were used for calculating the agreement 

percentage. Swarm plots of the emerging clusters at the chosen (red-boxed) inflation value are 

shown on the right of each bar plot. Solid black lines encompass sequences that were exclusively 

joined at a lower inflation value, whereas the dashed black lines encompass the sequence clusters 

assigned to phylum Pisuviricota that were not exclusively joined at lower inflation values. Dot 

colors used in each row are randomly assigned to show finer taxonomic resolution within each 

phylum and are independent from other rows except for the three categories shown in the legend. 

New classes emerging exclusively from our study are red-boxed, with solid red lines indicating 

the retrieval of all canonical motifs in the RdRp domain (see table S10 for domain motifs). 

Singletons have been removed from this analysis and new classes were required to have at least 

two sequence representatives (of 50% identity clusters). The total number of sequences from our 

study (complete and partial) represented by these dots are shown around the red boxes in their 

respective orders. 

  



 

Fig. S4. Marine RNA viruses of established families. 

(A) Approximate RdRp tree showing previously established taxa in riboviriad kingdom 

Orthornavirae as inferred in Wolf et al. (2018). Taxa were collapsed at the family or order rank. 

The stacked bar plot shows the relative dataset-specific contribution to each clade (clustered 

sequences with <50% identity), with the total number of sequences indicated at the top of each bar 

plot. Black dots on the branches indicate the removal of unclassified clades to improve 

visualization. Red dashed lines indicate the phylogenetic relationships revised by our study (shown 

in Fig. 3). (B) Pie charts showing that after MCL clustering of the near-complete RdRp protein 

sequence similarity network and building phylogenies within classes, 49 out of the 103 ICTV-

established families were assigned to 54.2% of the orthornavirans captured in this work (table S7). 

  



 

Fig. S5. Representative, modeled regions of RdRp three-dimensional structures of the five 

novel and five established orthornaviran phyla. 

The top table shows the presence of primary sequence-identified conserved motifs of 

representative RdRp proteins of orthornaviran phyla, where full RdRp sequences known to lack a 

motif are described as ‘naturally absent’ and partial RdRp sequences are described only as ‘absent’ 

as missing motifs could be due to limitations of the dataset or real biology. The two rows of protein 

structures are predicted RdRp ribbon-style models with conserved motifs color coded (as described 

in Methods). For structures of divergent and novel orthornaviran phyla, to most conservatively 

present the data, only the primary sequence regions that can be modeled in three-dimensional space 

are shown. Asterisks for D and E indicate low confidence models (<90% confidence; see 

Methods). For the specifics of primary sequence-identified conserved motifs, see table S10 and 

Data S1.  



 

Fig. S6. Representative genome organization of viruses of established orthornaviran 

families. 

Longer genomes representing five known orthornaviran taxonomic groups (approximately at the 

rank of family) were selected to show the genome organizations, along with the corresponding 

reference viruses for comparison. Within each virus genome, the white arrow boxes define the 

ORF boundaries and sense, whereas the inner boxes define signals with blastx matches and/or 

functional protein domain. Each color represents a different protein/domain region for the same 

genome. The virus RdRp domain is indicated in dark orange across all genomes. RNA_helicase, 

virus RNA helicase; Peptidase_C3G, Tungro spherical virus-type protease; Waikav_capsid_1, 

waikavirus capsid protein 1; Dicistro_VP4, cricket paralysis virus capsid protein VP4; Calici_coat, 

calicivirus coat protein; CRPV_capsid, cricket paralysis virus capsid protein like; Mat_A, 

maturation protein A; Levi_coat, levivirus coat protein; Lysis, levivirus lysis protein; 

Peptidase_C8, hypovirus cysteine peptidase family C8; DEXDc, DEAD-like helicases 

superfamily protein; Peptidase_C4, peptidase family C4.  



 

Fig. S7. Representative genome organization of novel orthornavirans. 

Shown are longer genomes from novel phyla and classes. Due to virus sequence divergence and 

limitations of public databases, only a few functions could be assigned to the proteins beyond 

RdRp domain. The representative genomes for three novel phyla and one novel class encode 

“cellular” proteins of diverse functions. PLD, phospholipase D α1; Chromobox, chromobox 

domain protein; PTS_2-RNA, RNA 2′-phosphotransferase; SecY, SecY subunit of the bacterial 

Type-II secretion system; Waikav_capsid_1, waikavirus capsid protein 1; Calici_coat, calicivirus 

coat protein; CRPV_capsid, cricket paralysis virus capsid protein like. Figure legend follows Fig. 

S6. 

  



 

Fig. S8. Genomic strandedness of novel RNA virus phyla. 

Boxplots to infer the strandedness (+ssRNA, -ssRNA, or dsRNA viruses) for the new phyla 

inferred in this study, quantified as log2 of number of reads mapping to the positive sense divided 

by those mapping to the negative sense (higher positive values indicate +ssRNA viruses, whereas 

negative values indicate -ssRNA viruses; see Methods). Each point corresponds to a different 

vOTU per sample, grouped according to the phylum as shown on the x-axis. For visualization 

purposes, vOTUs with reads mapping exclusively in either the positive- or negative-sense are 

shown with values of +15 and -15, respectively (both values are arbitrarily chosen to exceed the 

maximum and minimum observed values, respectively, and the median for each boxplot was 

calculated without including those arbitrary values). ND; not determined due to lack of enough 

coverage by reads (see Methods). 

  



 



Fig. S9. Establishment of genome-based universal cutoffs for vOTUs. (A–C). 

Heatmaps showing the frequency (cell color intensity) of pairwise average nucleotide identity 

(ANI) and alignment fraction (AF) for all the virus contigs ≥1, ≥2, and ≥3 kb identified in this 

study, respectively, binned at 1% intervals. The two groups of genome pairs circled with black 

dashed lines would fall within the virus operational taxonomy unit (vOTU) cutoffs (highlighted 

red) used in this study as previously demonstrated for dsDNA viruses (Roux et al., 2019). The ≥2-

, and ≥3-kb analyses show that the cutoffs used for the ≥1-kb contigs are the same, but will result 

in much sparser data for downstream analyses. The insets represent violin plots (function 

‘geom_violin’ of ggplot2 in R) comparing the size distribution of the contigs and their RdRps, 

showing that even for the ≥1 kb contigs the genomic information goes beyond the RdRp domain. 

P-values were calculated from a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (function ‘wilcox.test’ in R) on the 

medians (red lines). (D) Boxplots (function ‘geom_boxplot’ of ggplot2 in R) showing the medians 

(red lines) of contig length distribution for the high- and medium-quality genomes identified in 

this study. The ≥1-kb contig length cutoff captures all of these genomes in downstream analyses, 

whereas longer cutoffs (such as 10 kb and 5 kb) usually used for studying dsDNA viruses (Roux 

et al., 2017; Gregory et al., 2019) would fail to capture almost all or most of them, respectively. 

(E) Frequency histograms of the RdRp sequence-space similarity scores across reference 

(GenBank; grey), coastal ocean (Wolf et al., 2020; yellow), and open ocean (this study; brown) 

datasets. The histogram shows that the sequences from our study provide a balanced representation 

of the RdRp domain sequence space whereas GenBank and the coastal virome datasets were biased 

towards (i.e., overrepresented) low and high taxonomic ranks (right and left of the dotted red line), 

respectively. The red box indicates the range of percent identities commonly used to establish a 

vOTU, resulting in >90% agreement with our genome-wide ecological unit demarcation (inset), 

with the highest agreement achieved at 87% percent identity (dotted red line). The inset shows the 

percent agreement of vOTU delineations from genome-wide versus near-complete RdRp 

sequences (and partial RdRp sequences for short contigs <1 kb). 

  



 

Fig. S10. Biogeography of RNA virus megataxa. 

Global map showing the distribution and relative abundance of RNA viruses inferred in this study 

per megataxon. The position and color of wedges are fixed for the same megataxon across the 

Global Ocean. Wedge lengths are proportional to the cumulative abundance of all vOTUs 

belonging to the same megataxon in the sample as well as across the global dataset. The average 

relative abundances of vOTUs per phylum are shown in Fig. 4 and fig. S11. 

  



 

Fig. S11. Biogeography of orthornaviran megataxa per size fraction. 

Global map showing the distribution and average relative abundance (on a log2 scale) of vOTUs 

inferred in this study per phylum per size fraction. The position and color of wedges are fixed for 

the same megataxon across the Global Ocean. Wedge lengths are proportional to the average 

abundance of all vOTUs belonging to the same megataxon in the sample as well as across the 

global dataset. Similar to the overall average relative abundances of vOTUs per phylum (Fig. 4), 

“Taraviricota” and “Arctiviriricota” were on average the most abundant (except for the smallest 

size; the pico-plankton fraction), consistent with predicted eukaryotic hosts. 
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